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Cosmic radiation was measured as a function of
altitude using a compact Geiger counter aboard a high
altitude balloon. Researchers from University of
Tsukuba developed and flew the payload with the
Utah State Get-Away-Special team. Dose rate,
temperature, pressure, humidity, altitude and position
data were acquired during a ~4 hour flight up to an
altitude of almost 40 km in August 2016 and again in
a second flight planned for November 2016. The
magnitude and non-monotonically increasing profile
of the dose curve with altitude were found to agree
well with previous measurements and with
theoretical predictions based on the production of
showers of daughter products generated by
interactions with the atmosphere of cosmic rays.

Calibration

In the diagram you can see that the payload compromised
of a Geiger counter (gray), battery to supply power to
heater (red), a few circuits of resistors to be used as a
heater (bronze), and a temperature/pressure/humidity
sensor (yellow). The payload was flown on a weather
balloon to an altitude of
almost 40 km before
bursting. The ascent took
approximately 160 minutes.
Temperature,
pressure,
humidity and counts per
minute were measured
during the flight.

Analysis

Cosmic rays were discovered by Victor Hess in 1912
when he found that the frequency of discharge of an
electroscope was more rapid as he ascended in a
balloon and later won the Nobel Prize for this
discovery. There are two sources of atmospheric
ionization radiation, galactic cosmic rays with origins
outside the solar system and transient solar cosmic
rays. The latter are associated with eruptions on the
Sun’s surface and vary widely in intensity. The main
source are galactic cosmic rays which are composed
of approximately 90% protons and 8% helium nuclei
with the rest being heavier nuclei and electrons.
These high energy particles collide with the air
molecules in Earth’s atmosphere creating cascades of
secondary ionizing radiation, [1] which can then be
detected with a Geiger counter.

Figures 1-3: (Top) Diagram of payload. (Middle) Counts per minute
versus time. (Bottom) Counts per minute versus temperature.

From previous data it was inferred the Geiger counter may
need to be calibrated for changes in efficiency due to
temperature. To account for this the Geiger counter was
placed in a thermally isolated chamber with dry ice and a
constant radiation source. It was then allowed to cool and
warm up. Above are graphs displaying the results.
There is a very weak trend seen in the temperature versus
counts per minute graph (lower). The fit line suggests that
from -20 to 20 degrees Celsius there is only a change of about
4 counts per minute, or a percent error of about 7%. Note
that on the flight the lowest temperature reached was -7
degrees Celsius. The percent error for number of counts goes
as one over the square root of the number of counts and on
average is about 60, implying an error of about 8 counts per
minute or a 13% error. This “trend” is well within the error.

Where ho is the scale height, h is the altitude, to is the
atmospheric depth at sea level, and t is the atmospheric
depth[2]. The atmospheric depth is the pressure divided
by the acceleration due to gravity. The results can be seen
below in the graph of counter per minute versus altitude.
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Background

The dose rate as a function of altitude was determined
from the measured pressure in the balloon flight. A
simple model was used:
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Figure 4: Graph of counts per minute as a function of altitude.
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Figures 5-7: (Top) View from the balloon. (Left) The balloon being
prepared for launch. (Right) Picture of the payload after the flight.

Conclusion
The shape of the non-monotonically increasing curve
agrees very well with a long term cosmic ray
observational experiment from 1957 to 2001.[3] In this
study the count rate varied drastically over solar cycles
and different latitudes but the peaks of the count rate
always fell around 18-22 km altitude. This is in
agreement with our findings with a peak at about 22
km. Their data suggested a peak was at about 70 g/cm2,
for our latitude, which translates to a pressure of about
7 hPa, and our peak was found to be at about 6 hPa.
Although this may seem discrepant, the peaks are wide
and these values are in general agreement with each
other. We can see that the dose rate increases
exponentially with altitude until about 22 km at which it
starts to decrease. This is the point where there is no
longer as much atmosphere to interact with, and this
peak is kind of the penetration depth of cosmic rays into
the atmosphere. This is analogous to penetration depth
of electrons in dielectric materials.

